Boots ‘n Bling - FINALLY!

With only 14 days to go
this month’s enews is all things Boots ‘n Bling!

Big thank you to our sponsors for providing the first part of the lift by letting us know how important Starting Point is to them as business owners and community leaders.

Starting Point doesn’t just serve the needs of those in crisis. Our advocates provide essential support to the community with post-prevention by creating safety plans for our clients that includes their neighbors, work colleagues, family and friends. In addition, Starting Point helps employers create safe work environments through trainings. And by supporting our network partners in providing a continuum of care to victims that enhances the foundation of our community.

Domestic and sexual violence does affect us all and together we can break the cycle.
So glad to have you as part of our prevention team!

Pete’s Restaurant Equipment - (Happy Retirement Pete & Jeannine!) ~ Valley Originals ~ Spruce Hurricane ~ Memorial Hospital ~ Huggins Hospital ~ Cooper, Cargill, Chant, P.A ~ White Mt. Oil & Propane ~ Burroughs Healthcare Consulting Network ~ Crest Auto World ~ Cormack Construction Management Inc. ~ OVP Management ~ Green Mountain Furniture ~ Glass Graphics ~ TD Bank ~ Big Dave’s Bagels ~ New Business Directions ~ Profile Subaru ~
We also want to thank the many donors who have provided us with a plethora of auction items! Too many to thank here, but as we gather the items and make a list, we will be sure to acknowledge you all at the event. We can’t wait to show off all that you have donated to make the auction successful, and fun!

Putting together an event like Boots ’n Bling takes a lot of work and we have been blessed with volunteers and community members who step up, with a spring in their step, and help to carry the load making the job lighter and more enjoyable for our staff.

Big Thank You to our BnB Committee!
Staff: Liz Kerr, Deb Weinstein, Liz Stillman & Raetha Stoddard.
Volunteers: Ellen Andreano, Fran Latch, Nora Mulkern-Bean, Bobbie Box, Beth Carta-Dolan & Bridget Reardon.

After nearly three years of not being able to hold this critical fundraiser, we are beyond thrilled to finally be able to be altogether. Being together is the best part of Boots ’n Bling. Not only for the fun of the evening but because coming together for a common cause IS the act of reducing violence in our community. It makes victims know they are not alone and it lets abusers know they’re behavior will not be tolerated.

In these ways you are all change makers and we love you for it!

Boots ’n Bling 2022 is sold out!
We couldn’t be more grateful to our attendees for their support and for letting us know that they are willing to stand up for victims…and dance a little too, in celebration of all that we have achieved together!

There is still a chance to support the cause!
We have a few travel raffle tickets left!
With a $100 donation to a great cause and a 1 in 100 chance to win (unless you buy 2 tickets, you’ll have to do the math for that!) it’s a WIN WIN!!

Golden Boot Travel Raffle Ticket
Here’s a sneak preview of just a few of the auction items available this year!!
Spa Day at Christmas Farm Inn, Custom Design from Tim & Friends, Owl Pendant by Laura Guptill, Sail Around Penobscot Bay, Red Sox Tix, Stone Mt. Art Center Tix, Champaign & Chocolates, Pontoon or Kayak Tour of Silver Lake.

Plus, packages that include: travel, dining, clothing, jewelry, health, fitness, spa, golf, sports, entertainment, gardening, landscaping, and so much more! Plus, Plus: a wine pull, heads & tails game, and our travel raffle!!

We know we said all things Boots in this enews but there's always room for a SHOUT OUT to our ongoing supporters.

Thank you to Susan Towlsen for the beautiful gifts she donated for our moms in shelter on Mother's Day. And to Altrusa for their continuing support of welcome bags to our shelter guests and our emergency housing clients. And to our gift card donors who donate every month helping us provide essential support to victims and their children during crisis intervention.
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